
The Communities That Care Youth Survey (CTC) assesses risk and

protective factors that research suggests are critical to understanding

and preventing substance abuse.

Visit www.impactspartanburg.org

COMMUNITIES THAT CARE
2020

For more information, contact Joe Pinilla
jpinilla@tfcbh.org 864.707.2804

The Communities That Care (CTC) Youth Survey is a product of the Center for Substance

Abuse Prevention at the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA). This adolescent survey is implemented nation-wide to assess youth problem

behaviors, such as violence, delinquency, school dropout and substance abuse. The version

implemented in South Carolina includes the SAMHSA’s Core Measures, required by the Drug-

Free Communities Grant. Impact Spartanburg community coalition is a Drug Free

Communities grant recipient with The Forrester Center for Behavioral Health serving as the

fiscal agent. 

WHY CTC

The majority of our teens in Spartanburg are not engaging in substance use. This is a positive

trend over time that shows us the power of implementing prevention strategies. However,

among the youth who try a substance, many continue to regularly use the product. Alcohol,

nicotine, marijuana, and prescription drugs have a high risk for misuse. The developing brain is

particularly vulnerable to these substances. Research shows us that children with adverse

childhood experiences and high rates of trauma along with mental health issues are at

elevated risk of trying substances. This reinforces the importance of implementing prevention

strategies early to protect our must vulnerable youth. Together, we can continue to move the

needle in a positive direction. After each substance we have included strategies that may be

feasible for your organization, community group, or even neighborhood. If you are interested

in learning more or seeking support for an upcoming event, please reach out. 

WHAT DID WE LEARN



ALCOHOL

1 in 3 are drinking on a regular

basis

Many high school students in

Spartanburg have never tried

alcohol. 

However, among the 29% 

 who have tried alcohol:

1 in 2 think that their friends

approve of regular alcohol use

3 in 4 report alcohol is easy to

access

1 in 5 report being drunk or

high at school in the past year

1 in 6 rode with a drunk driver

last month

For more information, contact Joe Pinilla
jpinilla@tfcbh.org 864.707.2804

Spartanburg County data gathered from the 2020 Communities That Care survey.



WHICH STRATEGY WILL WORK FOR THE TEENS YOU
SERVE?

STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
YOUTH ALCOHOL USE

When hosting fundraisers or family events, consider making them

alcohol-free. This supports people in recovery and shows teens that

adults can have fun without alcohol present.

Consider hosting teen-friendly events on Friday evenings or

weekends to give teens a safe space that is substance-free.

If you host a group of teens, consider whether a pledge to remain

substance free could give teens an excuse when facing peer

pressure.



NICOTINE

More than half are vaping

regularly

1 in 4 are smoking

cigarettes on a regular

basis

1 in 3 think there is little to

no risk in smoking

3 in 4 report their friends

approve of vaping

More then 75% report access

to vapes or cigarettes

Many high school students

in Spartanburg have never

tried nicotine products.

However, among the

 25% who have tried vaping 

or the 

8% who have used

cigarettes: 

For more information, contact Joe Pinilla
jpinilla@tfcbh.org 864.707.2804

Spartanburg County data gathered from the 2020 Communities That Care survey.



If you work directly with youth, partner with The Forrester Center to

plan a robust Red  Ribbon Week for K-12. Red Ribbon Week is a

national substance use prevention week each year in October.

Ensure all staff have attended the free Drug Trends &  Fads training

available in Spartanburg.

Display posters with educational information and quit line  numbers

Underage (and of age) vaping can occur in bathrooms, parking

lots, or other spaces with minimal monitoring. Ensuring there is staff

presence around these spaces can discourage vaping in these

areas.

WHICH STRATEGY WILL WORK FOR THE TEENS YOU
SERVE?

STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
YOUTH NICOTINE USE



MARIJUANA

1 in 2 are now regularly using

marijuana

3 in 4 think there is little to no

risk in regularly using marijuana

2 in 5 report their parents are

accepting of marijuana use

4 in 5 report their friends are

accepting of marijuana use

4 in 5 report that marijuana is

easy to access

1 in 5 drove while high last month

Many high school students

in Spartanburg have never

tried marijuana.

However, among the 

17% who have tried

marijuana: 

For more information, contact Joe Pinilla
jpinilla@tfcbh.org 864.707.2804

Spartanburg County data gathered from the 2020 Communities That Care survey.



Ensure all staff members have received baseline education about

CBD, THC, and the difference between legalization and

decriminalization. 

Review policies around drug screening practices to ensure there

are supports for referring to treatment and assisting with barriers

to accessing treatment. 

Host a town hall to help caregivers understand the risks of

adolescent marijuana use - Invite The Forrester Center to serve as

a speaker if you need help!

STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
YOUTH MARIJUANA USE

WHICH STRATEGY WILL WORK FOR THE TEENS YOU
SERVE?



PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS

1 in 4 are regularly misusing Rx

drugs

Of the 7% of High School

students who report having  

ever misused a prescription

drug:

2 in 5 report there is little to no

risk in regularly misusing

medication

1 in 4 report their parents are

accepting of misusing medication

2 out of 3 report it is easy to

access Rx Medication

More than half are regularly

misusing pain medication

2 in 5 report there is little to no

risk in regularly misusing

medication

Of the 4% of High School

students who report having

ever misused a prescription

pain medication:

1 in 4 report their parents are

accepting of misusing medication

60% report it is easy to access rx

pain meds

For more information, contact Joe Pinilla
jpinilla@tfcbh.org 864.707.2804

Spartanburg County data gathered from the 2020 Communities That Care survey.



When you hear someone discuss giving medication to a friend or

family member, kindly educate about the legal liability and

potential health risks. 

If you intersect with individuals who have an Opioid Use Disorder,

you may be eligible for our free Narcan training and distribution.

Please contact Audrey Colin to learn more: 864-542-4337

Keep Deterra bags on hand and encourage  caregivers to take a

bag if a family member was prescribed pain medication following

an injury or surgery.

WHICH STRATEGY WILL WORK FOR THE TEENS YOU
SERVE?

STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
PRESCRIPTION DRUG MISUSE


